
Ellucian Ethos Data Connect 

Create and Manage Your 
SaaS-Safe Integrations and 
Business Processes via 
Ellucian’s Low-Code Tool

Connecting solutions maximizes the value of your technology. 
Many institutions, however, have hundreds of systems to 
integrate — some from Ellucian and others from third parties — 
without a central solution to manage them. And even when those 
systems are integrated, institutions still need to gather siloed 
data from various locations, organize it into a consistent format, 
and activate it for analysis. 

Third-party integration tools are expensive to learn and 
maintain. And connections that require an on-prem integration 
servers get in the way of long-term plans for SaaS. Institutions 
don’t need more customizations to meet their integration needs. 
They need Data Connect.

With Data Connect, institutions can easily integrate disparate 
data sources and formats into the system of record and the data 
warehouse. A fundamental part of the Ellucian SaaS Platform, 
Data Connect empowers IT staff with a low-code tool to quickly 
build serverless APIs and integrations across the Ellucian Product 
Suite and with third parties. This enables technical users to 
seamlessly hand off integrations to non-technical users to 
manage the business.

Allowing for bulk updates and near real-time updates to the 
system of record, Data Connect helps create a more efficient, 
agile technology ecosystem.



Create Seamless Integrations

● Data Connect integrates with Ethos without
altering third-party solutions while supporting
modern, event-driven API standards

● Packaged integrations help eliminate
redundancies while supporting critical
regulatory systems

● Data Connect eliminates the need for
middleware to host an authorization proxy
when calling APIs from custom cards

● Built for SaaS while remaining compatible with
on-prem systems, Data Connect can support
institutions no matter where they are on their
SaaS journey

Connect and Empower

● Equipped to build and manage integrations
quickly, IT staff can spend more time on value-
adding strategic initiatives

● An intuitive self-service interface enables
IT staff to create, update, and manage data
process flows before passing off to non-
technical users to manage job scheduling

● Data Connect Serverless APIs increase ease of
adoption of Ellucian Experience by simplifying and
aggregating APIs for seamless data population in
cards or page extensions and workflows

● As a common integration platform for ERPs and
Ellucian Insights’ data warehouse, Data Connect
helps institutions leverage data from any source
to better inform decision-making

Ellucian drives innovation for the business of higher education, continuously delivering new 
solutions for more than 2,900 customers across 50 countries, serving 22 million students.
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For more information, visit 
ellucian.com/solutions/data-connect

https://www.ellucian.com/solutions/data-connect

